
mapping helped reduce polio in the country to just 6 cases 
in all of 2014

government and international health workers used digital maps 
to assist polio vaccination teams in rural northern Nigeria

impact

eradicating polio using geographic information systems

In 1988, the World Health Assembly launched the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI).1 
By 2010, the initiative had limited polio to four countries, including Nigeria, where the number 
of known cases dropped from over 1,000 in 2005 to only 21 five years later. Internal conflict 
in Nigeria made complete eradication challenging, however, and the number of cases climbed 
back to 122 in 2012.2 With support from the Gates Foundation, GPEI launched a plan to use 
geographic information systems (GIS) mapping to eradicate the disease.3
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Several factors inhibited efforts to eradicate polio from 
Nigeria. The majority of polio infections occur among 
large nomadic populations in the northern regions of the 
country. Politicians and religious leaders in the area have 
spread misinformation about purported effects of vaccines. 
A surge in violent conflict in the region since 2009 further 
complicates logistics. 

barriers to eradication
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from pilot to scale-up
Prior to employing coordinate-based GIS maps, vaccination 
teams relied solely on inaccurate hand-drawn maps, which 
led to some areas being excluded from the vaccination effort 
(see maps to the left). A 2010 pilot project tested the use of 
GIS technology to improve mapping, and its success pushed 
international donors to fund a larger scale initiative. GIS 
maps were created for all 2,238 wards in the eight northern 
states where polio was most prevalent.4

how digital map data made a difference
By analyzing Global Positioning System (GPS) data, the central 
logistics team immediately knows which areas have been 
missed, and can transmit this information to field vaccination 
teams.  An online tracking system allows all stakeholders 
to follow vaccination coverage progress. As the image on 
the first page shows, neighborhoods to be vaccinated are 
divided into 50m2 grids superimposed on a satellite image. 
GPS-enabled mobile phones record the movements of 
vaccination teams. Green squares show visited areas and 
red squares missed areas. GPS tracking of teams also makes 
data falsification less likely, since coverage is being tracked 
in real time.5 The Nigeria experience suggests that similar 
projects could help eradicate infectious diseases in similarly 
remote, poorly mapped areas of other countries. 

GPS maps improved the efficiency of vaccination routes. The hand-drawn map on the left 
shows how teams in the past believed they were dividing areas. The GPS map of the same 
areas, on the right, shows that teams 3 and 5 were actually given inefficient routes, and 
two settlements (indicated by yellow stars) were missed entirely. Source: Barau et al. 2014


